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17 2015 

 

Report on the main results   

 

Getting together – presentation of each participant 

 

General presentation of the project   

 

General presentation of the administrative details  

 

Summary of the world café discussions 

Two world café discussions had been organised during the workshop. 

On day 1, the main objective was to stimulate reflection and ideas concerning the 3 main objectives 

of the project: experience evaluations, the scenarios of participation and the game. 

Questions for the 3 tables were as follows:  

Table 1: What are the biggest challenges in your city? How are the locals involved in solving them? 

Table 2: How would you get local communities to participate in solving urban challenges? 

Table 3: How would you imagine a perfect game? How would you design it?  

On day 2, the objective of the discussion was to generate first ideas about WP1: the experience 

evaluations. 

Please note that experience evaluations will be rather short analyses, to be done along the same grid 

for all cases and will need limited research activities. The grid will be finalised during the second 

project meeting in Budapest, based on the results of the discussions at the kick off meeting and the 

preparatory work to be realised by the coordinators of WP1. ..    

Table 1: Which ones of the previously listed problems are the most relevant on the neighbourhood 

level?  

Table 2: How will you find a good practice in participation?  

Table 3: How to find the ideal experience? 

The description of each table discussion can be read in the following open document: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hldjZS6Yn_km4MWzR38jkL7In09Jl-

4dj72IR9_Fg6U/edit?ts=5624f2d5 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hldjZS6Yn_km4MWzR38jkL7In09Jl-4dj72IR9_Fg6U/edit?ts=5624f2d5
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hldjZS6Yn_km4MWzR38jkL7In09Jl-4dj72IR9_Fg6U/edit?ts=5624f2d5
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In the following, please find the main learnings the discussions. 

 

1- What could be the topics of the experience evaluations?  

 

As a result of the discussions a sort of inventory has been formulated concerning the main problems 

/ challenges encountered by cities/neighbourhoods that could appeal for the intervention of the civil 

society on the local level. 

These challenges although very strongly interrelated, can be organised into four main general topics 

that have different consequences on the neighbourhood level and appeal diverse forms of 

intervention on behalf of the civil society.   

 

1) Perverse forms of governance generating social exclusion by leading to the primacy of the 

private sector’s interest in local public issues or by introducing discriminative policies against 

vulnerable groups.   

- lack of transparency, leading to corruption      

- weakness of regulation reinforcement, chaotic urban regulations 

- lack of social policies (housing, social care) 

- punitive policies: criminalisation of poverty, homelessness, otherness, exclusion of minorities  

Local / neighbourhood level consequences may be: 

- decrease of green spaces, and of viable public spaces on behalf of new constructions  

- increase of the number of private spaces/lack of accessibility of spaces/controlled use of 

public spaces (Budapest) 

- decrease of social housing, evictions (Budapest, Bucharest) 

 

2) Recent transformations of the use of urban spaces 

 

- the abandon of the original functions of urban areas  on behalf of tourism, or student life 

- the densification of certain areas (immigration, policies of densification in some cities) 

- Vacancy/abandoned areas, housing   

Local/neighbourhood level consequences: 

- clash of interests of new densified neighbourhoods (Helsinki) 

- the transformation of the city centre into tourism and student area (Krakow) 

- unfriendly and unsafe city centres (Sardinia) 

 

3) Lacking of basic services and infrastructure determining living conditions 

 

- Bad quality of public transportation system 

- Lack of housing policies, of social housing 

- problems of waste collecting 

- inequalities in urban investments for instance related to energetic renovation 
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 Neighbourhood level consequences: 

- Lack of connectivity of certain neighbourhoods (new or old ones) with other parts of the city 

- Lack of public investments in certain areas increasing segregation (Krakow: the inequalities of 

investments into energetic renovation of housing increases the gap between 

neighbourhoods) 

 

4) Conflicts between different social and interest groups (on neighbourhood level) 

 

- conflicts between social groups (ethnic groups, age groups etc) 

- questions of diversity, integration, immigrants (Italy, else) 

- conflicts between urban development paradigms and their consequences on local policies: 

the paradigm of the compact city vs the problems related to densification (Helsinki); urban 

renewal vs social exclusion and gentrification…(Budapest, else…) 

 

  

2- What is civil participation?  

 

 Basic objective: Empowering local inhabitants, supporting the interests of local communities 

General challenges: 

-Complexity: participation is a tool and an outcome in the same time 

-Sustainability 

-Inclusivity: it has to represent also the interests of inactive groups 

-Limits: participation cannot represent ALL the interests, it has to find the adequate answers to 

adequate questions/needs/problems. 

 

Complementary activities/objectives 

1) Building active communities 

- active participatory basis 

- finding the right scale for political participation 

- organic evolution of participation: the process is important not (only) the outcome 

 

2) Mediation between groups, stakeholders 

- connecting stakeholders, interest groups… 

- easing tensions between conflicting positions 

- building trust 

- inclusive representation 

 

3) Knowledge transfer/ exchange of ideas and knowledge 

- raising political awareness 

- new ideas 
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- changing the position of stakeholders 

 

 

 

 

 

Model of participation 

As built by the end of the second day…: 

 

 

 

 

4) How the game would look like? 

 

General requirements 

-accessibility of the game : technical (easy use on smartphones, etc), conceptual (simple rules, rapid 

understanding) 

-the users and the producers have to be aware of the fact that the reality is always more complex 
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Technical aspects 

Game with or without a solution at the end?  

Should we build an open game, with no clearly defined solution(s) at the end (see Our Cities game), 

or a game with concrete solutions? 

The online games/video games and the table games are more limited in this term, and because of 

their nature we have to define concrete solution(s) when constructing them. Meanwhile, 

participative or training games are open, no concrete solutions are necessary. 

During the workshop it became clear that a combination of the two types would be the solution for 

the Eurbanities project:  

1- creation of an online game that can be used independently (at home, in schools, on phones 

etc.) and that can be used also as a pedagogical tool in formation and education 

 2- therefore, placing the game into the educational environment, and the definition of 

recommendations for its use as a pedagogical tool will be an important outcome of the 

project and we will consider this result as the project’s fourth basic outcome (experience 

evaluation, scenarios, game AND pedagogical recommendations) 

 

Didactic objectives of the game 

-Understanding the roles of multiple stakeholders and their mutual relationship. Therefore it would 

be interesting to let players changing hats during one game session 

-Helping to improve the actors’ capacities in terms of negotiation of priorities on the neighbourhood 

level (environmental, social etc.), without limiting ourselves to the classical sectoral approach (see 

municipal departments for instance) (– but then what???) 

- Teaching the process of participation, the consequences of the different steps to be made by the 

civil society, and the factors of success – in this term the game should be a kind of strategic game, 

showing the elements of participation, the results of each action, the possible risks and obstacles etc. 

This kind of game would propose several different solutions at the end (see also the problem of 

game with or without solution above) 

Who are the avatars? 

What characteristics should define them? According to which categories? 

for example:  

On the first level, as a City dweller, the avatar is characterised by his(her) interests in the 

neighbourhood 

Second level, civility: according to his/her place in the society, the different social networks and 

stakeholders’ networks etc  how is he place among the other “hats”? 

Third level, as a citizen: the avatar as acting for a social cause 
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